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By Bill D. Allen

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 42 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.1in.A collection of six science fiction short stories,
several from the Outyonder universe featured in the Novel PIRATES OF THE OUTRIGGER RIFT.
Included are: Bear -- a young boy discovers that even a cybernetic companion cant protect him
from evil. Totem -- a stranded pilot meets a far different enemy that he expected. Liberation --
starport bars are dangerous places for both predator and prey. Truckin -- even in space the goods
still have to get to market, and hitchhikers still roam the byways. Guardian -- a mystic martial artist
is entrusted to a holy task. and Star Gazing -- a vignette in which we learn something of the nature
of true wisdom. About the Author: Bill D. Allen is an Oklahoma writer and motorcycle enthusiast. His
latest work is PIRATES OF OUTRIGGER RIFT a collaboration with Colorado writer Gary Jonas, from
47North which will be available as a Kindle Serial in September of 2013. This item ships from La
Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Completely essential study publication. This is for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written publication.
-- Ha llie Sta nton-- Ha llie Sta nton

Totally among the best publication I have ever go through. This really is for all those who statte that there had not been a well worth studying. I am just
very happy to let you know that this is actually the very best pdf we have go through inside my very own daily life and could be he very best ebook for
actually.
-- Miss Audr a  Moen-- Miss Audr a  Moen
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